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Corruption of the Lotus is a mod for Battle Realms, created by hecumarine. Description: Battle Empires scream quality. GameSpy; If you first missed it, now is your chance to experience one of the most innovative RTSes in the genre. Even though the original Battle Realms came out more than a decade ago, many of its features have yet to be copied into other games. The
problem I have with battle realm is when I start the game from. With Battle Realms called SafeDisc 2 that didn't work on Windows 10.The Land of the Snake Empire is in turmoil. Oja, the Lord of the Serpent Clan is murdered, and his second son Kenji ran for the seven-year exile. The alliance between the Lotus and the Serpent is broken and now they are the biggest threat to each
other. You are Zymeth, the leader of the Lotus Clan. You have to reunite with your most loyal people and restore the clan to his former glory. Taro, the son of fallen Serpent now is their leader and the only live member of the Oja family. With him death the tribe will perish and the Lotus power will be unstoppable. Defeat all your opponents and claim the land of Battle Realms for
yourself trimming Kenji's seven year absence. This personal campaign contains new dialogues, playable Lotus clan different outcomes. Instructions: BEFORE YOU START MAKING SURE THAT YOU back up THE following files!!!!! (otherwise it will completely break your game, irreversible unless you reinstall): Battle Realities.dat, entire dialog box in Sound, the entire interface
folder. Keep in mind that this is not a standalone campaign. It replaces the entire Kenji's Journey. Also you won't be able to play as other clans in rubble mode because this mod is only meant for the campaign. Once you're done with the Lotus Campaign it's recommended to return the game to the original. This mod requires Battle Realgs with Winter of the Wolf expansion installed.
Regular version will not work. Once you're done making backups and you have the correct version of the game, copy everything from Battle Realms Corruption from the Lotus guide to the guide where your Battle_Realms.exe is. (guide with the game executable) and you're ready to go. Enjoy! Report problems with download after [email protected]NameTypeSizeDateTotal7
daysBattle Realms - Extension Mod v.1.3.1mod294.3 KB1/13/201912K178Battle Realms - Corruption of the Lotus v.1.3mod51.5 MB1/18/201188.1K100Battle Empires - Custom Resolution Patchmod10.5 MB6/21/20159.8K91Battle Empires - v.1.00/10 - v.1.50gpatch13.5 MB9/4/200215.6K69Battle Realms - Battle Realms Reborn v.1.02bmod558.1 KB10/15/20172.3K35Battle
Empires - Balanced Realms With Playable Kenji v.1mod330.7 KB8/17/201929721BattleMs98.1 MB12/7/20017.4K18Battle Realms - Balanced Realms v.1mod330.6 KB8/15/201920918 This innovative but dated real-time strategy game from Ubisoft puts a martial arts twist on the usual fantasy/sci-fi theme. In 2001, Battle Realms quickly won a reputation as one of the most complex
and and RTS games ever released. For the time being, it also had impressive graphics, especially in the combat series. Battling units perform a wide range of fighting moves, which, unfortunately, are out of your control. You simply issue motion and attack orders, and the AI chooses when to use units' special capabilities. It tends to make fights very difficult. As for collecting and
spending it, you have to master a tough rice-based economy. You create fighting units by converting farmers to warriors and running the warriors through other buildings, such as dojos and alchemist cabins, to produce various upgrades. Rallying points help automate the process. It's all pretty complicated, but the game's loyal user community can provide help if you need it. A few
die-hards still hang in there, and who can blame them? Battle Empires' samurai swords haven't lost their edge. Strategy on production - With a limited number of units at the player's disposal, victory is in the hands of the player who is overthinked rather than disregarding his opponent. Living Resource System – Smallholder farmers come from their cabins at their own pace and
face a multitude of choices. Should they collect resources, build buildings, catch watercound crops, fire extinguishing, horses or train to be skilled warriors? Unit Alchemy - Smallholder farmers train to become soldiers. Newly trained soldiers can then continue training to become specialists in various disciplines or study and acquire new combat capabilities. All units are unique and
most of them have innate abilities that give them or their allies an advantage in various situations. Damage System - Battle Empires use a six-way rock/paper/scissors damage system, or in this case, a cut/piercing/blunt/explosive/fire/magic system. Each unit deals with a particular type of damage, in addition to being strong against a few types of damage and poor against others.
Impressive fighting - All units have unique animations for all occases, the fighting is fluid and pleasant to observe: instead of repeating a single sword swing, units unleash wild cutting combinations on their enemies. Missile units can fight in melee when they have no choice. All units will hark back to their village after being wounded in battle, while the Kabuki Warrior is judging its
magic orbs to relieve the spirits of his comrades. Retreat - Because all units of smallholder farmers need to be trained, trying to save as many of your units as possible is an important strategy. While it is possible to recover from defeat without doing so, the time saved is significant. After a few minutes rest, your units will be almost as good as new, ready to attack again. Run and
walk - Most units can either run or walk. As one would expect, running gets the units to their destination faster. However, running also burns stamina. While many do not have uses for stamina other than running, many units have capabilities or Battle Gears that draw on stamina to power them. In addition, a unit that runs in battle and and his stamina will not be able to run out.
Running offers players a number of choices: should they slowly sneak through the forest and save my stamina for special attacks, or should they run in and try to catch them off guard? Stamina is gradually being repaired as a unit idle, allowing a unit to run, rest, then run again. Strategic environment - Fire consumes buildings if not extinguished, birds will give away enemy
positions if startled, wild animals attack lone wanderers and rocks can be pushed to deal with devastating damage. Horses as an individual resource - Smallholder farmers catch horses, which are taken to the stables and tame. Any unit can use a horse as soon as it is tame. Horses offer a unit with a variety of bonuses: speed, stamina, health and damage. While most units mount
the horse, some use the horse in other ways.. For example, the use of the horse as a packing horse to streamline its crop operations. Slag gears – Special upgrades that, unlike traditional RTS upgrades, are for individual units. Each clan acquires its Battle Gears in different ways: buildings are common means, but some soldiers get them from other units or bizarre necromantic
rites. Instead of just raising units' stats, Battle Gears are designed to give units versatility what they wouldn't otherwise have. Yin and Yang — By awarding Yin and Yang points based on performance in the fight, Battle Realms insurrect players to really get out there and fight. Line of Sight - Fog of War is translucent, and thus players can see all features on the map. Gaining control
of the high ground and forests is a key strategy in Battle Realms, as enclosure would not allow players to discreet effectively. Terrain - As in the real battle, using the laying of the country to one's advantage is critical to victory. This is mostly represented by a damage bonus allocated to units that attack from higher ground. In addition, units that attack from lower ground suffer a
small damage. Of course, this is especially effective for missile units, although melee units that attack from above will also benefit. Forest - Forests are not obstacles, but rather terrain to be used. Troops can enter the forest and will be largely invisible to their opponents as forests limit a unit's line of sight. As friendly units run under the forest canal, the trees fade to let the player
see his own army. It allows for a variety of sneak attack options, which can be countered by placing units in or near the forest. Care should be taken when moving through the woods - moving too fast, and birds scattered from the trees, warning enemy players after movement. Zen Masters - Each clan has its share of heroic figures known as Zen Masters. Zen Masters are incredibly
powerful units, in addition to Impressive stats, they start with their own unique Battle Gears. These forces vary as widely as the heroes from which they stem, ranging from impressive healing abilities to teleports. Zen Masters is masters of specific alignment, and benefits from the presence of Yin and Yang. If the player stores more Yin or Yang, the damage Zen Masters does in the
fight will gradually increase. Environmental effects - Frogs hop through the swamp and fireflies gather around trees at night. As units run through shallow riverbeds, the water splashes ripples and then splashes when the soldiers start running. Snippets of freshly cut leaves fall to the ground while farmers harvest rice. Maggots squirm to the ground after taking the infected One's
rotting stomach. Again – Although the weather system is initially just a visual effect, the weather can have a huge impact on the game. Rain slows the advances of all units, extinguishes the building of fires and helps rice regrow faster. Snow slows down the rice growth and unit movement. Some of the game's more powerful heroes could change the weather to suit their clan's
strategic needs. Fun facts: Back when it was released in 2001, Battle Realms triggered a very month delay of Warcraft III The staff at Blizzard played Battle Realms and agreed that it was better than their current version of their game. Then... they did an outstanding job, bringing an epic RTS of their own for the whole world to remember! Remember!
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